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- You know it when you give it!!
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Great Content--Technical Results
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• Know your audience
  • Adjust the objective of the talk
• One technical question
  • Motivate the question
• Your answer
  • Show the effectiveness of your answer
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- Start by outlining the story
- Tell one story
  - Carry the audience through the story
- Self contained
  - No additional references
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• To enhance spoken words
  • Pictures, figures, plots
  • Reminder of the next point
  • Context to bring the audience back when they drift away
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Relevant to the story line
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Useful to tell the story
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- Final thoughts 5%
- Future directions
- More philosophical
- Take home message
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Enjoy the story telling
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- Speak clearly
- Authoritatively
- Project your voice and energy
- No apologies
- Sincere about the contributions
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- Do not use “the paper” as the starting point of your slides
- From scratch
- Start to prepare with a story
- Simplify but remain technical
- Look at the audience not the slides
- Use technology
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• Time to impress the audience—enjoy
• Know your objective and audience
• Prepare and practice
  • Efforts—90%
• Energy!